Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Black Teas

Blueberry Pancakes

Masala Chai Organic

Our Second Flush is full-bodied, smooth and chocolaty. $5.95/oz

A robust black tea with blackberry, blueberry, maple, and a touch
of vanilla for a bold yet slightly sweet breakfast tea. Made in
Purcellville, VA at Dominion Tea. $5.15/oz

A smooth blend of cinnamon, ginger, cardamom, cloves and
peppercorns, and large leaf organic Assam tea allows this chai to
hold its own with milk and honey. $5.10/oz

Assam CTC

Butterbeer

Orange Spice

2nd Flush Darjeeling

A fine quality CTC for a strong everyday cup of tea with milk and
sugar. $5.10/oz

Assam Golden Tips

Rich, malty Assam tea with beautiful natural golden tips.
12.20/oz

Directly imported straight from the wizarding world! Black tea
with a creamy butterscotch flavor with a hint of vanilla. $6.25/oz

Celebration Tea

Golden Monkey (Jin Hou)

The official 1st year celebration tea for ESTS. Vanilla and spice
taste with silver ball candies and a “dusting” of gold sugar. The
most unique tea in the galaxy! $5.10/oz

Organic Ceylon

With notes of butterscotch and vanilla, this black tea is perfect
with a slice of German Chocolate Cake! $5.10/oz

Grown in the upper reaches of the Wuyi mountains. A flavory full
bodied black tea. $7.65/oz
A classic Ceylon tea. Light liquoring with hints of delicate floral
notes.$5.10/oz

Organic Keemun 1st Grade

Keemun (also spelled Qimen) is famed for its mix of nutty
earthiness and floral notes. The flavor is savory and sweet, with a
lasting finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Lapsang

A smooth crisp character with the remarkable aroma of a pine
and oak wood fire. Cup tends bright with reddish hues. $5.35/oz

Sinharaja Wiry Tips FBOPF EX SP

This is an extraordinary black tea from the Ruhunu region of Sri
Lanka. With 'mouth feel' and a plum finish but with a very rare
handmade leaf style. $13.75/oz

Back Tea Blends

Baroness Grey

A lovely blend of bergamot black tea, orange peel, and rose
petals. $5.15/oz

Black Currant

A little bit of sweet, a little bit tart, a whole lot of flavor! Bits of
black currant and a black tea blend. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Butterscotch
Chocolate Cherry

This is blend of our customer favorite Black currant black tea and
River-Sea Chocolate Cacao Husks. Delightfully rich with a cherry
tart flavors. $5.10/oz

Creme Earl Grey

A flowery Earl Grey mellowed with a delicious creamy taste.
$5.10/oz

Earl Grey DECAF

Warm up with cinnamon, orange peel, cloves and a black tea.
$5.10/oz

Senator’s Blend (Decaf)

This tea blend is unique and special to us since we had a visit from
our Virginia Senator to meet with constituents in the NOVA area.
Blend of our finest Organic Decaf Earl Grey and the beautiful hint
of Blood Orange. $5.20/oz

Herndon Breakfast

Good Morning Herndon! This breakfast blend is full round bodied,
jam like character. Mellow astringency turn the cup into an early
morning wake up call. Black tea, Safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Dark Teas

Emperor Pu'erh (Aged 4 years)

Elemental earthly with chestnut notes. Smooth finish. $6.25/oz

Organic Shou Pu'erh

Bright with excellent Earl Grey notes from natural oil of bergamot.
$7.10/oz

Shou, or Cooked Puer is the most popular style of Puer in the
West. Full bodied, very earthy and smooth, this tea can be left to
steep without worry of over brewing. $7.55/oz

Organic Earl Grey

Toucha (Birds Nest Pu-erh) (per each not per oz)

A classic tea that will never go out of style. Ceylon black tea
blended with bergamot and blue cornflowers. A great pairing with
milk and sugar. $6.25/oz

Lady Grey

Lady Grey is a lovely blend of French Blue Lavender and our Earl
Grey black tea. Forward and sweet floral aroma, balanced to
taste. $5.10/oz

Ginger Peach Black

Real peach and ginger bits give this black tea a comforting
southern flavor. $5.10/oz

Earthy, musty aroma with a dark earthy taste. This Pu'reh mini
cake is perfect morning wake up. $2.95 each

Oolong Teas

Honey Orchid Phoenix Oolong (Mi Lan Xang)

Grown in the Fenghuang (Phoenix) Mountains, this tea is medium
bodied, with notes of stone fruit, honey and orchid. $5.95/oz

Hunan Red Oolong

Hauntingly piquant with toasty flavor notes. Very stylish leaf. Full
bodied with reddish cup and infusion $8.55/oz
Indicates a Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Organic Ti Guan Yin 'Iron Goddess of Mercy’

Vegetal butter notes up front with a floral back end and a
smooth honeyed finish. $5.10/oz

Organic Big Red Robe (Da Hong Pao)

This is an Organic medium-light roasted Yancha (Rock tea). This
tea is well balanced with the roast, floral and minerality notes on
the front, followed by a lovely honeyed finish. $5.95/oz

Organic Wuyi Rock Oolong (Wild)

Wild grown tea imparts raw flavor note on classic oolong.
$8.95/oz

Quanzhou Milk Oolong

A most unique character. Sweet milk and light orchid notes
peeking out from camellia depths. $8.20/oz

Oolong Tea Blends

Go! Go! Goji Berry Oolong

Go! Go! Goji Berry was a created in collaboration with Meg
Donnelly host of NOVA Weekend Warriors. $5.10/oz

Herndon Summer Oolong

Ripe, juicy, sunset pink, thirst quenching, real watermelon!
Simply doesn't get any better. $5.10/oz

Watermelon Mint

Refreshing on the hot days of summer. This oolong tea has the
perfect balance sweet watermelon and mint. $5.20/oz

Green Teas

Black Pearl Gunpowder

Burgundy-like opening followed by notes of honey and finishing
with light toast. $5.10/oz

Dragon Tears

Smooth with delicate and pleasing flavor and a heavenly
jasmine flower character. $10.35/oz

Dragonwell

One of the most famous teas from China. Signature chestnut and
vegetal flavors mingle with notes of butter and honeysuckle.
$5.95/oz

Gyokuro

Gyokuro is a shaded green tea and considered one of the finest
green teas in Japan. Infusion produces a light green color and a
deep, complex flavor. Gyokuro has a unique sweetness since
shade allows the tea to retain a high Theanine content. $10.10/oz

Kukicha

Organic Kukicha is made of young twigs and stems separated
during the organic Sencha refining process. Twigs have a natural
sweetness, making Kukicha a beloved beverage of many tea
drinkers in Japan because of its unique, pleasant flavor. $7.55/oz

Madame Butterfly

This tea has an incomparable jasmine character with a full flavored cup and a delightfully aromatic nose. $26.25/oz

Matcha (Organic Ceremonial)

Ceremonial Matcha has a bolder flavor with a rich vegetal
fragrance, vibrant green color, smooth texture, and delicate
aftertaste. Ceremonial Matcha possesses a smoother and savory
flavor and a sweeter aroma and is suitable for serving in Japanese
tea ceremony, welcoming esteemed guests, or indulging in the
finest of green teas during times of relaxation. $46.95/oz

Matcha (Culinary)

Culinary Matcha has a vegetal fragrance, green color, smooth
texture, and delicate aftertaste. Great for cooking with or making
matcha lattes. $16.95/oz

Organic Decaf Green Tea

Enjoy the health benefits of green tea without the caffeine!
Decaffeinated green tea will have trace amount of caffeine due to
decaffeinated process. $5.10/oz

Organic Sencha (Asamushi)

Asamushi (lightly steamed) Sencha has a lighter, more vegetal
flavor. It has a stronger initial bite and lingers in different parts of
the palate, with a brisk finish. $6.75/oz

Genmaicha

Crafted from a mix of spring and early summer green tea leaves
and roasted rice, this tea has the perfect combination of rich
sencha flavor and strong nutty aroma. $6.50/oz

Green Tea Blends

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of lemon peel, lemon grass,
gunpowder green tea. This will definitely be a refreshing energy
booster on a hot day. Perfect for before or after exercise.
$5.10/oz

Organic Moroccan Mint

A classic blend of Chinese gunpowder tea and mint. The
gunpowder imparts a flavor of earthiness with some vegetal
notes, anchoring the brightness of the mint. $5.10/oz

Citrus Jasmine Green

Floral Jasmine scented green tea with organic orange peel.
$5.50/oz

White Teas

Organic White Peony

The tea's name comes from the literal translation of its Chinese
name, Bai Mu Dan. A pure white tea with no flavoring added, this
tea has notes of hay and honeysuckle. Medium bodied and easy
to brew. $5.15/oz

Silver Needle (Bai Mu Dan)

The highest grade of white tea, using only the buds of the tea
plant. Medium bodied with notes of hay, honey and rose.
$11.95/oz

White Tea Blends

Rose White (With Love Grandma)

Beautiful young rose petals and white peony will take you right
back to Grandma's house on a sweet summer day. $5.10/oz

Flowering Tea (per 3 pack)

Beautiful hand tied blooming flowers. This beautiful flowering trio
includes white tea, lavender petals, and hibiscus. $12.95/ 3 pack
or $4.98/ tea ball
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

Herbal Teas

Apple Ginger Rooibos

The perfect balance of apple and ginger. Perfect by itself, by a
campfire or with apple cider. Available Fall. $5.10/oz

Blood Orange

Fabulous color in the cup! A balance of apples, rosehip shells,
Hibiscus flower, and safflower petals. $5.10/oz

Brazilian Green Yerba Mate

Greenish and vegetative. Mate is rich in caffeine and was used as
a caffeine beverage in Latin America before the advent of coffee.
$5.10/oz

Butterfly Pea Flower

Beautiful blue color in the cup. This flower will surely be the talk
of the tea party! Perfectly pairs with green or herbal bases.
Vegetal flavor. Mix in Only. $9.75/oz

Cacao Husks

Cacao Husks are the casing around the chocolate bean. It is
roasted and we add it to teas. All the chocolate without the
calories! Roasted by River-Sea Chocolates in Chantilly, VA
$3.75/oz

Candy Ginger Peach Rooibos

Refreshing early summer sweet peach tones with light ginger
hints. Superb bright finish that makes your taste buds come
alive. $5.10/oz

Chocolate Peppermint

If you like chocolate and you like mint, this is the tea for you!
Locally blended in-store with local cacao husks from River-Sea
Chocolates. $5.10/oz

Citrus Lemon Green

Delicious and refreshing blend of Lemon peel, lemon grass, and
Ginseng. $5.10/oz

Egyptian Chamomile

Very aromatic with a fruity tending floral flavor. $5.10/oz

Lemongrass

Very lemony. Org. Certified. $5.10/oz

Organic Rabak Hibiscus

A lovely deep red infusion like pomegranate but with a ‘pucker
power’ taste like lemonade, and tangy. $5.45/oz

Organic Rooibos

Rooibos (pronounced “Roy Bosh”) A deep, dark red infusion with
a mild, slightly sweet chestnut-like taste. $5.10/oz

Organic Rose Petals

Unicorn Tea

A blend of Rooibos, roses, lavender, peppermint, chamomile,
rosehips, and rainbow sugar sprinkles. $5.10/oz

Valentino

A blend of organic vanilla rooibos and River-Sea Chocolate Cacao
Husks. $5.10/oz

Vanilla rooibos

Rose buds and petals. Mild floral scent. Pleasant in the cup.
$5.25/oz

Mild natural rooibos with organic vanilla flavoring. $5.50/oz

Organic Tulsi Basil

Greenish and vegetative, Mate is rich in caffeine. $5.10/oz

Savory and sweet, a great addition to your tea repertoire. Good
for keeping allergies at bay. $5.10/oz

Peppermint

Yerba Matte
Yogi's Tonic

Anise and mint allow for clearer breathing and chamomile and
lavender soothe the stomach and reduce stress. $5.10/oz

Crisp, clean, and refreshing peppermint. $5.10/oz

Pumpkin Spice

A blend of Rooibos, Honeybush, Green Rooibos, Cinnamon,
Currants, Ginger Root, Candied Ginger, Pineapple Bits, Pineapple,
Citric Acid, Maple Bits, Safflowers. Available Fall. $5.25/oz

Root Beer

Sassafras, rich caramel notes, rooibos base, and marshmallows for
fun. Available Summer. $5.10/oz

Ruby and Roses

Perfect for cream tea for children! A blend of Rooibos, delicate
roses, and bourbon infused vanilla. $5.10/oz

Special Blue Lavender Flower

Mild with slight pungent and a distinctive floral perfume
character. $5.25/oz

Sugar Plum Fairy

A blend of vanilla rooibos, hibiscus, butterfly blue pea flower and
Plum Fairy sprinkles. Available Winter. $5.25/oz

Thai Ginger Pieces

Excellent clean ginger notes with a refreshing ginger hot finish.
Clean lingering character. $5.25/oz

How to Buy
2 oz (Approx. 15 cups) minimum on all teas.
4oz (Approx. 30 cups) = 5% off
8oz (Approx. 80 cups) = 10% off
16oz (Approx. 160 cups) = 15% off
Mix and match teas (must equal 16oz)= 15% off the whole
order.
Indicates an Elden Street Tea Shop Blend Tea.

